Create your own backyard oasis

With a Masonry Fire Ring

MFR 24-48 with MFR BNS-48 (sold separately)

MASON-LITE
by MFI - Masonry Fireplace Industries, LLC
Modular Pre-Cast Fireplace Systems
Lightweight Masonry Fire Ring

The Mason-Lite company is founded on helping homeowners realize their dream of owning true masonry hearth products without the cost and complexity of traditional masonry construction.

The Mason-Lite Fire Ring is an authentic masonry, 48” diameter gas fire pit complete with integral gas burner system. Constructed of 8” split-face concrete block and finished with a smooth stone cap, our fire rings are available in two-tiered (MFR16-48) or three-tiered (MFR 24-48) versions. The concealed gas control includes convenient electronic ignition, while our custom corrosion-resistant stainless steel burner is concealed beneath the massive lava rock bed (included in burner system). Fire Ring can also be purchased without a burner and lined with firebrick for wood-burning use. (Must be installed on non-combustible floor.)

Also available is our MFR-18-44 (44” Round FireRing, 18” Tall Unfinished Exterior). This model is designed to allow 2” of any non-combustible finishing material to be applied to the exterior of the Fire Ring with ease. Finishing at 48”, it will still accommodate our smooth stone top cap (if desired). This unit can be equipped with the MFR BNS-48 or MFR BPS-48 burner systems.

If wood burning use is desired, the interior must be lined with firebrick. (Must be installed on non-combustible floor.)

Features & Benefits

- Manual Control Burner with Electronic Ignition in Natural (MFR BNS-48) or Propane Gas MFRBPS-48 (Sold Separately)
- Stainless Steel Burner
- Massive Lava Rock Bed (Included in Burner System)
- Woodburning Models Available
- Lightweight Modular Construction & Optional Grouting Required for Easy Assembly

MASON-LITE
by MFR + Masonry Fireplace Industries, LLC
Modular Pre-Cast Fireplace Systems

U.S. factory built & code compliant

PO Box 4338 Riverside, CA 92514
Tel: 800.345.7078 Fax: 951.588.8046
Email: info@Mason-Lite.com
www.Mason-Lite.com